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The Johnsonian
THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF TAE STUDENT BODY OF WINTHROP COLLEGE

VOLUME VIII, .NUMBER 9

ROCK IIILL, SOUTH CAROLINA. SATURDAY. XOVEMBKR 15. 1930

SUBSCRIPTION I 1 M A T E A !

PATHE TAKES NOTESFINE EXHIBIT OF
ON WN
I THROP COLLEGE PAN
I TN
I GS HERE

ANNUAL PEP MEETN
I GY. W. DRAMATZ
IES "The Importance of Being
ON MONDAY AT 6:30 "SPIRIT OF GIVING" Earnest/9 Senior Play, Tonight

And

Students Are Urged to Support Their Work of Winthrop V. W. C. A. for the
Classes at Big Rally to Be Held
Year is Portrayed in Beauin Main Auditorium
tiful Service

a Few Views, Too—Winthrop Work of Margaret Law of Sooth Car.
Now Has Place in New* of
olina on Display at Winthrop
In Museum
WorM

HOCKEY SCHEDULE

Promises to Be Most Successful Play

"We're in the movies now!" la the
The collection of pictures by MarMonday night at 6:30 comes the big
Tile Past—the Present—the Future!
MISS HOFFMAN IN LEAD
song that the Winthrop girls have been garet M. Law which Is on exhibit in
l>ep meeting of the year, a time when What do they mean to us?
singing this week. Exactly eleven years our Museum is one of the most interit can truly be said that all of WinWith a richly colored background In
ago their sisters were caroling these esting we have ever had on our camthrop is united in enthusiasm and
Don't Fail to See Senior-Faculwhich the seven soft, rich shades of •
same words.
pus.
thought. Freshmen, you may look forty Cast In Presentation
gracefully arched rainbow terminated
I n 1919 a moving picture was made
Miss Law is a South Carolina womward to one of the biggest thrills of
into a large pot of gold resting at Its
on the Winthrop College campus lor an. a true Southern woman, imbued
This Evening
your four college years—your first pep
floor, the Spirit of Giving was imthe Ilrst time In its history and the with all of the spirit of the South. She
meeting. Sophomores. Juniors and
pressively presented on Wednesday
only time until this week. The scene is a Spartanburg woman, and knows
Saturday—Finals at 3 o'clock.
Seniors, you may anticipate one of 111-.In the gym class Miss Hoffman conevening through ' T h e Paegant of the
"shot" in 1919 was the swimming pool, the people she portrays so well in the
mosl glorious exhibitions of college
vinces Winthrop girls that they are not
Years."
and the girls were allowed to remain collection wc have here. She paints
spirit ever seen heretofore. Don't fall
as clumsy as they imagine; on the athin the water on condition that they her colored folk understanding^. She
As the Spirit of the Y. W., Janet
to be in Main auditorium Monday
DR. MARY E. MARKLEY
letic field Miss Hoffman convinces
would stay covered up to their chins. recognizes all of tlicir weaknesses, and
Leake related the Ideals toward which
night
at
6:30.
You'll
find
out
then
the
Secretary of Education of the United
Winthrop girls t h a t they can actually
Tuesday morning on the terrace of sees the humor in their lives. Some of
faculty members who will sixinsor eacli the girls of the first Y. W. chose to
United Lutheran Church
play hockey: but Saturday night Miss
strive and which have passed on to us
Johnson Hall, one hundred Winthrop the pictures portray not only things
Hoffman
as John Worthing, the moddaughters h a i their pictures made for common to the negro life of South
Come on out to the hockey games! through those who caught from them
'
I ern lover, will convince her audience
the first time for a moving picture cor- Carolina, but they give us pictures of
Support your team! Support your the torch which fell to them. Elinor
Regular Meeting of Organization Held on "The Importance of Being Earnest."
poration. They were not In bathing universal interest. Some of us may not
class! Support Winthrop! Now is the Markey represented the first Y. W.,
Wednesday Afternoon—Faculty
Modernism, spice, and individuality
suits, as their screen sisters before understand lier Interpretation, but wc
time for every good member to come Jennie Harby that of 1910 and Helen
Member is Speaker
characterize her climb toward earnestthem, because the cameramen wanted appreciate It as being in sympathy with
to the aid of her class. And when you Witherspoon that of 1930.
I ncss. Those who saw her as the goodThe "Present" now reveals itself In
voices this time instead of figures. I t the life she Interprets.
come, don't forget to bring along a pair
. , ..
,
...
. 'looking hero In last year's Senior play
The collection is unique In t h a t It Is
probably sounds surprising t h a t cinema
of lusty lungs anil yell, yell, yell for Ihc work of the Y. W. of 1930-31. Here
At the regular meeting of the In-!
....
.
Executive Secretary of the United Lu..
.
are sure to see her again.
we see Lucille Cuttino with her little tcrnational
fans' tastes have undergone such re- made up wholly of scenes such as most
the teams.
Relations Club, held In
theran Church of America to
juvenations, but that Is what the of us see every day. There Is nothing
Competition is keen: class spirit is Freshman. Johngy Richards and Nan- Johnson Hall on Wednesday afternoon,• " ' e Is brightened when "Happy"
wllder a
unusual, or peculiar, in any of the picBe Here November 22-23
PI*<»rs on the stage. The ski",
"talkie" has brought about.
growing strong: excitement Is in the cy Gooding: then wc see Helen Ruth Dr. Warren G. Keith gave a very I n - !
air. You'll discard all your cares and Chambers with her little friends from teresting talk on "France and the In- ! s h e g a v e l n c h a P e l o n Thursday mornMr. Travy Mathewson, manager of tures—a trip through the country In
Winthrop will have as ils guest oi lorgct blue slips and raw weather In tlie mill playground. What next—the
ln
10 t h e w l t a n d h u m o r
ternational Mind."
« 18 a n
the Pathe Sound News trio who made the summer or early fall will furnish
she
October 22 and 23. Dr. Mary E. Mark >our interest in watching that ball.
the
subjects
for
any
or
every
one
of
delegates
to
Camp
Adger.
to
Blue
The
chief
characteristic
of
I
P°«™y ^ Miss Prism, the set
h
e
the picture, insists t h a t theatre-goers
ley. secretary of the Board of EducaRldge and to Atlanta? Yes. indeed! French, he pointed out. is their i n d i - ! d a l c a n d b a s h f u l - b u t > e t c°>- l o w still demand the best in news and t h a t them—yet wc feel that there is sometion
of
the
United
Lutheran
Church
s
h
c
a
c
t
u
a
m
a
k
e s love
Here they are. all ready for that train viduallty. In agriculture the tendency :
"y
to Dr. Pugh!
was one of the reasons this busy man thing new here. Perhaps it is the in- of America.
which seems to be approaching at "ox- is towards the ownership of farms. O u t " ™ 8 a l o n c , s w o r t h y ° u r " u a r t e r - I o r
with his two assistants, Bob Glass and terpretation we had never thought of.
As the organizer of the Department
cart speed!" Elizabeth Boyd. Jeanncttc of eight million farmers five and o n c - j s h e K 005 a b o u t h e r I o v e m a l c , n * i n a
George Schmidt, came to Winthrop. or perhaps the scenes are so familiar
of Women Students of the Hoard of
lndlrcct
nce
she
that
we
need
an
artist
to
show
us
the
Crawford.
Polly
West
and
Elizabeth
half
million
own
their
own
forms,
thus
^
°
Mr. Mathewson quite frankly stated
Education of the American Lutheran
Clcwney impersonated these. And providing a great stronghold for their I " Y o u s h o u l d « c t m a r r l e d - " a n d *«•
that he had been personally interested beauty In them.
Miss Law's unusual colorings startle Church, and us a member of the Hoard
I where are llic social activities for this individualism. Among the laborers, or-, h e l s l m m o v a b l c in Winthrop on account of his niece
Student
1'iH-lry
to
He
Published
at
ul
of
Governors
of
Vellore
Medical
ColI year? Well, they're not dead, us we ganlzed unions have been able to make
Come see Mary S.ms make love to
who attended the college in the days at first, but after a few minutes we feel
lege. of Madras Christian College for
Washington and Lee UniverI see that Caroline Pardue. Elizabeth little headway because of the inherent Miss Hoffman! She ls typically modof "mule cars," but the real cause of t h a t the reds, purples and blues that Women and of St. Christopher's Colsity in Nea rt'uture
j Thompson. Elizabeth Dnrgun and Har- nature of llic French to dislike a n y - ! 0 ™ in her technique—and will shine
his news truck being on the campus she makes predominant are in perfect lege in India, Dr. Markley is well Inharmony
with
the
life
of
the
negro.
His
riettc
Vaughun
still
stand
for
them
thing that suppresses their Individual- "l> the "Winthrop lines" for Christmas
was the "striking Impression" that the
formed concerning the work of tlv;
1,. Mary Leitner. the Y. W. Scholarship Ity.
I holidays.
re which v. Ill be of ge
girls, who sang at the Sesquicentennlal life is one of colorful spots upon a dull church both at home and abroad. In
girl, is right there and so is Susan
In her economic life France is a self- | Jack's excessively pretty ward. Mary
r.
Winthrop girls and 11
celebration of Kings Mountain made background.
"The Argument" Is one of the most addition to numerous trips which shel„. I Hicks with the Girl Reserves. Evelyn contained nation, producing practically j Hammond, falls in love with his lmagto those associated
upon him.
expressive of the pictures in the col- ilas made in connection with her work
Tidmarsh lights the torch which car- everything she needs at home. This "lary wicked brother. Algernon Mon.'try
Society
woreceived
last
week
On account of Mr. Hoover's presence
lection. The lights and shadows of the as traveling secretary of the Board of
the English Department. Washing- ries to the students of the world the kind of individualism prevents her suf- 1 crieff. excellently played by "Gus"
at the famous battlefield, the sideblue and blue-violet shading into pink. Education. Mrs. Markley has traveled
1 and Lee Unlve slly is planning the message of our Student Volunteer, fering from an "export complex." t h a t , Simpson. "Gus" only poses at f i r s t lines counted for nothing, explained
1
are remarkable. The wistful expres- extensively In continental Europe and
lion of a volume of student poetry, while Helen Moss and Josie Blocker is. she does not have to guard her for- ''ut ls soon hooked in. Mary, as Cecil
Mr. Mathewson. but ever since he heard
sion on the face of the woman and the in Great Britain. In making a lr!;i
ceted from contributions from col- recall the work of the National StudeiK elgn policy to keep from endangering i Cardcw. eighteen, con give every girl
the girls sing, under the direction of
stubborn set of the man's shoulders de- around the world July 1929-31. she vis- I '
| points 011 how to make love. Come and
versities all over the Unlt- Council. Then what could we do with- her trade relations.
Mr. Walter B. Roberts, h e was deterpict characteristics of the race. The itcd China. Japan. India and the mis- | ' J ' "
out
Miss
Elsie
Mcintosh
and
"our
own"
Further manifestation of the lndi- 1 "'id out something about odd ways to
licy have written lo Wlllmined t h a t they should get their just
b-.re walls of the cabin, the dark-darb- slon fields of the United Ltitiw
hrop inviting llic submission of scv- endearing little blue-eyed Virginia vidualistlc tendency Is found In the | become engaged!
recognition throughout the universe by
Church
in
America.
She
is
making
tills
ncss of it: with the one window to let
ral poems written by Winthrop stu- Ball! Then here wc see Miss Mcin- government. The dislike for coo|>era-1 Katherine Wright is excessively digthe crowing of the familiar "cock."
In the light and a vision of the green trip as representative of the Executive lents. These poems will be entered tosh and her Japanese girls represent- ital! and assemblies explain why the j nified—almost haughty. She lends jusi
Mr. Roberts had a very excited group
fields outside, are typical of the cabins Board of the Woman's Missionary So- then filial selection for publication Is ed by Ruth Alston. Catherine Wyman government is continually in a turmoil.; enough of this to make a hit. As Lady
of girls to direct Tuesday. But why
ciety. As chairman of
of thi South Carolina negro.
and Essie Harvey—but it Is not so with
iiington and Lee.
In conclusion, he showed how France | Brnckr.cH she Is superb.
should they not have been thrilled?
"J,,™"*1','"
1
Miss Law's pictures are so simple committee for six years. Dr. Markley j
-• ">s nt Winthrop was Virginia Ball! Dressed in her new fal Is building up security for herself by
When Oscar Wilde wrote "The I m r
Were they not singing to the whole
" 1
that they look as if a child could do knows personally 1nuny of the younger 1
English Department. clothes, which were the gift of her maintainlug a strong urniy and form- portance of Being Earnest" little did h e
y
,hc
world? Would not the insignificant
;n ill the foreign
•Ign field
lield today.
tod:
Dr.
'
them. Therein is her art. She takes
Winthrop sisters. Virginia stood before ing friendly relationships with Poland, know what an experienced cast would
June
Fancies."
by
looking little "mlc" and the black rim
the commonplace things, the everyday Markley Is a!so vice-president of the
us in person as she threw us a kiss Jugoslavia. Czechoslovakia, and Ru- I appear in it at Winthrop. Every memC
a
r
s
of the camera send their faces and
' "„ '. , ' ,
life of a negro, and draws it so sim- Council of Church Boards of Education I " .
and quickly withdrew behind the cur- mania. The next war, he predicted, ber of the ci.st has previously made a
by Elizabeth Lebby. '
voices to over 2,500,000 people scat!,n<1
ply and exquisitely that wc feel satis- for 1930-'31.
tain.
will be between Great Britain and hit on the Winthrop stage. So come
Old Age." by Julian Le
tered from Canada to the Philippines
Dr. Markley is widely experii need as I
fied that an artist has been at work.
The Spirit of Giving—represented by France. Great Britain has always witli them tonight to visit "Gus' flat
and from China to Russia? T h e song
a
professor
and
as
a
welfare
She likes to paint the negroes, she loves
I he rainbow with God's promise of hi? fought Ihc dominant power In Europe, in London. Mr. Magginis and Mr. Mcthey sang was Kipling's well-known
to watch them at their homely tasks.
and
France now being the dominant Cain will be there as butlers!
faithfulness
to
mankind
was
imjicr"Recessional." The refrain, "Lest Wc
and therefore she understands. She English a t Elizabeth town College at
scnatcd by Ellen Brice. Each of the power, will be lier next foe.
Mr. Emmctt Gore, directing the orForget, Lc*t Wc Forget," was the supfeels the beauty In their lives as well Ellzabethtottii, Pa., and for the sucseven colors of the rainbow represented
chestra. ls responsible for the music—
plication running through the girls'
ceeding
seven
years
held
the
same
j»ias the "drollery and humor." She feels
one of the dormitories and the faculty
the time is eight o'clock. Be there!
•leads while the cameramen were anxsitlon on the faculty of Agnes Scott
the rhythm and color, and portrays it
and
each
one
has
its
part
to
contribBring
all your friends!
iously thinking, "Lest they forget and
College at Decatur. Ga. Keenly infor those of us who cannot sec without
ute- lo the |iot of gold, the symbol for
giggle, lest they forget and giggle." as
terested in the welfare of our soldiers
her aid.
.
the budget of 1930-31. As the Spirit
they took scene after scene for a final
1918.
usa,ld sallors
Dr
Mar
It is well that Miss Law Is c a t c h i n g :
of Giving. Ellen Brlcc told ot fhe
"perfcct shot."
Winthrop
role oI su c
for us pictures of the true negro; for \
^>,c
"
meaning of each color, a girl from the Builimn In Connection With Stale
"One of the best pictures that wc
ice houses for the National LuMonday night at 6:30 the Winthrop
In a generation or tv he will have
Meeting at Gaffney Considered:
have ever made." was Mr. Mathewson':
| theran Commission for the Welfare of Literary Society held Its meeting in the dormitory represented by that color
passed away.
Mrs. E. R. Terry Speaks
verdict when the last note was record| Soldiers and Sailors. She sii|ierviscd Sociely Hall. Alter the business, con- came forward and received a garland
ed and the camera handle ceased
this work in Baltimore. Philadelphia. sist in-; of the reading oi the minutes of that color for her dormitory. Miss
The Rock Hill branch of the Amer- Pledges Are Filed Informally ln Vawhirling.
New York and Boston. I11 1919 Dr. and the installation of two new mem- Bradfield spoke for the fuculty; Banrions Dormitory Parlors—Pledges
The screening of Its performance was
Markley became secretary of the Board bers. a most interesting program 0:1 croft was represented by Frances Brad- ican Association of University Women
lord. Nance by Estelle Lyon. Roddey by met In a most Interesting session
a unique form of entertainment for
of Education
Left to Individual
some of the accomplishments of the
the celebration chorus and a long and
The degree of doctor of literature Winthrop faculty was presented by Eunice Nichols. Breazeale by Nell Leit- Thursday afternoon at the home of
On Thursday night at 6:30 the girls
toilsome one also. From the making!
was conferred 011 Mrs. Markley by Car- Julia Mclver's r.roup. Augusta Simp- ner. Catawba by Bonnie Wallace, ann Mrs. W. D. Magginis. The hostesses
McLa.uin by Dotty Zcmp. Mary Eliz- were: Mrs. Magginis. Misses Abernethy. of each dormitory were attracted to
of this picture the girls can a p p r e - ! T h e series o f m u s l c a p p r eci at l o n t al k s thage College at Carthage. III. She reabeth Dtmlap rendered the music for Overlock. Maguire. Mcndcnhall, Black, their parlor. What is the cause of all
elate the time. work, expense, and dlf- sponsored by the Y. W. C. A. and giv- ceived her master's degree from Coinents on Miss Stark's writthe unusual excitement on a week
and Armstrong.
ficulty Involved In the production of a en by members of the music faculty lumbia University.
I 011 Dr. Kinard's language
Mrs. J . P. Kinard. chairman of fel- night? The matron must be entersound movie. Before the "talkie" made was continued this week by Miss Snook
id
prize-winning
play.
"Mortlowship committee, spoke of the growth taining. is the first idea considered by
its appearance taking a picture under and Mr. Gore.
Lucile
Acker
told
of
the
poets
Tuesday night. November 11. at 6
of Interest in national and Interna- some. Why. no. that's not it—of
any circumstances was a relatively
ur faculty and read several of
course. It is Y. W. pledge night. I n easy process, but now the "man in the In the music room of Johnson Hall
ms. A violin selection by Mr.
The Poetry Society of Winthrop Col- tional fellowship. As a concrete eviformation has been given about the
truck." with the earphones on his head Miss Dorelle Snook spoke on the api rendered by Mary Hammond., lege spent a very pleasant evening 01 dence of this growth. Mrs. Kinard
preciation
of
song.
Miss
Snook
charmstated that in 1891 the association j budget for the year from many sources.
listening to the sounds and watching
|
Virgin!
DcLonchc
discussed
the
CiillThursday
in
a
study
of
Marc
Connel
closely the voice vibrations change into ed her audience by her own musical
Mrs. C. H. Hamilton, a well-known I dren's terature. written by Miss Gog- ley's Pulitzer Prize play. "Green Pas awarded three fellowships, and in 1930 The situation was presented quite Imfourteen. She stressed the importance pressively at the pageant given on
electrical vibrations and on into light voice and by the very interesting treat- missionary to China, has returned lo jjans and Mis:. Hall, and Art
of helping the unusual woman do un- Wednesday night, and definite informvibrations which are photographed on ment of her subject.
Miss Stevens gave a brief resume and
Miss Snook opened her talk by say- the States and will he the guest of then discussed the accomplishments in
the film, plays the most difficult part
Winthrop College Sunday. November I u,,. physical Education Department. interpretation of the play and dis- usual creative work, a field in which ation has also been given not only by
ing
that
a
country's
civilization
is
means of printed material but also by
in the production. Mr. Robert Glass
woman Is still a pioneer.
16. Mrs. Hamilton is a Winthrop grad-! s h e illustrated with a tap dance of cussed its stage cffects.
controlled this phase of the Winthrop measured by its cultural attainment. uate of the class of 1919 and class- j Miss Weilner's.
Miss Lonny Landrum. chairman of individuals.
Dr. and Mrs. Kinard read delight- the commiltce on vocational guidance,
She then quoted from Plato, who gives
Thus, on Thursday night, the mempicture.
mate of Mrs. Grauel. She has been in
i|alllp,on
fully four of the most interesting submitted lo the branch questionnaires bers of the Young Women's Christian
While the girls were valiantly strug- music first place In the training of his
China for several years as a missionMonday night Edith Law-ton's group scenes. Miss Hatch accompanied by
under consideration by the committee. Association were permitted to go to
gling to watch Mr. Roberts' baton. Mr. herocs. and who says that music gives
ary and has been doing wonderful I .aesenlcd the program at the meeting Miss Ruth Stevenson charmed the
soul
to
the
universi.
wings
to
the
mind,
Miss Sadie Goggans briefly discusscd their dormitory parlor and make their
George Schmidt, another cameraman,
work. She will oring a message t n j 0 , t l ] l , Wi.dc Hampton Literary Socio- group by singing several negro spiritn few features of the program for the pledge for the year 1930-31. This
tantalized their attention by peering flight to the Imagination, a charm to Winlhrop girls Sunday afternoon m , , .
„R,
A . A M U m . w a s R ivc»
uals. At the business mctllng Miss annual meeting of the slate organiza- pledge ls left entirely to the individual,
out of upstairs windows shooting views sadness, gayety and life to everything Johnson Hall at :4T> o'clock. She
•by Martha Cahcrt. a f t e
Nora Davis was elected vice-president tion to be held in Gaffney November as the association makes no definite
from above, below and around. Noth- else. MLss Snook continued her talk bv
talk on "China."
j Taylor played a piano solo, a Chopin and Mr. McCain, secretary.
ing could have been more disconcert- saying that the need of our country
21-22. and urged full attendance from requirement.
~
z. Katherine Anderson concluded
ing than to have had a rear view musically Is music lovers—not performlocal branch.
The parlors were artistically decoprogram with the reading of the
snapped when they were not looking. ers. The capacity to listen properly to
Mrs. Cross and Miss Eastman
rated with brilliant colored autumn
j
cainberly
Triangle."
The demonstration of W n t h r o p tal- music is better proof of the appreciaelected delegates from the Rock Hill leaves. Tables bearing the necessary
ent over the entire world will bring tion of music than the ability to play
The eighth annual convention of tin |
Curry
materials were conveniently arranged.
branch.
On \Vcdnosi<iy. November 12. Mrs.
much credit and attention to "One of an Instrument or sing. The singer is South Carolina Congress of Parent i j The old marshals of Curry Literary
Delightful music was furnished by These tables were presided over by girls
the largest colleges for women." It the interpreter to his audience of what and Teachers will meet at J e f f e r s o n ' Society had charge of the program on A. Markley Lee. her daughter. Miss Miss Mary Magginis. Mrs. Alexander who were quite ready and willing to
•nay also mean a reduction In Win- both poet and musician meant. Also, Hotel ln Columbia. South Carolina. 0111 Monday night. I11 honor of Armistice Franccs Lee. and her son visited Win- Long. Jr.. and Miss Goodrich of the wait upon the crowd. A very approj Day. a very interesting program was throp College.
trop's enrollment. If the girls looked the singer Is the channel of commun- November 18. 19 and 20.
Rock Hill High School faculty.
priate idea was carried out. On a taAt 6 p. m.. on November 18. Dr. and I presented. Lucia Daniel* read the Mrs. Lee is the wife of Mr. Markley
as pretty and sang as well as the cam- ication from one nation to another and
The chief feature of the meeting was ble the paper letters. Y. W. C. A., were
eraman said they did. It Is inevitable from one heart to another. We must Mrs. James P. Kinard will attend a j 1'fe ol Woodrow Wilson, after which Lee. who left the fund for establishing an instructive and appreciative talk by- arranged and white candles were staElizabeth Cooper recited "In Flanders the Markley Lee Scholarship which is Mrs. E. R. Terry on "Art On the Amer- tioned all along the outline of these
that they will get offers ranging from listen, listen, and again listen with our banquet at the Jefferson Hotel.
Miss Ellen C. Lombard of the United I Field." The lives of Marshal FOch and awarded every year to a member of ican Stage." In stressing the import- letters. Every time five dollars was
the Metropolitan Opera Company to ears. mind, heart and even our eyes, if
wc would get the singer's full meaning. Stales Bureau of Education will speak | General Perching were given by Vivian the Junior Class who Is judged by the ance of the actual background in cre- pledged one of the candles was lighted.
Flo Zcigfeld.
O11 Friday night. November 14. Mr. on the subjcct of "Home Education." I Burroughs. Alice Cobb ended the faculty a:' excelling morally, mentally ating the mood. Mrs. Terry stated that A table was also arranged with can"The Poet's Ecstasy" will not be comparable to the bliss of the members of Emmctt Gore gave a most enjoyable Dr. Kinard will have as the subject of! program with the poem "Night In The •ind physically in her college activities. in tragedy and In comedy the scenery dles where the faculty members might
Mrs. Lee and daughter and son came must be in accord in order to give uni- make their pledges.
the chorus when they gaze upon them- program on the appreciation of string his address. "The Value of the Parent-! Trenches."
to see the portrait of Mr. Lee which Is ty of effect. She spoke of the importselves. In two weeks, on the screen and music. One very delightful feature of Tcachcr Movement from the Educa-1
"*
The pledges that were made by the
in the parlor of Main Building. They ance of light also in artistic and im! I > ! ! WOOLI.EV. PRESIDENT OF
listen enraptured to their own voices the program was a trio made up of tionul Angle."
dormitories and the faculty are as fol^
.
|
MOUNT IIOLYOKK. TO SPEAK were introduced to Sarah Law Kcnncr- pressionistic presentation. Light, not
coming from—goodness knows where. Mrs. Edwards. Miss Stephenson, and
lows:
|
Mr. Gore, who played two selections. WINTHROP COLLEGE "ON
ly and Mary Alice Cobb, the two girls paint, makes the scenes and stimulates
Again the "Blue" stands forth!
THE AIR" AT COLUMBIA | Dr. Mary E. Woollcy. president of who were awarded Markley Lee ScholBancroft Hall
$ 206.75
These selections were a "Trio in G.
the Imagination, each color and posiI Mount Holyoke College, is to speak at arships in 1930. These girls helped to
Miss Minnie McFeat spoke before Major." by Bohn and a serenade by
Breazeale
200.00
tion of light expressing its own mood,
The colleges of the state have been! chapel on Friday. November 21. Dr.
the Home Economics Club of Chester Widor. Mr. Gore made an interesting
Catawba
64.00
the guests by showing them! j n ^ j r s - Terry's opinion, costumes
asked to broadcast over station WIS. j Woollcy will be en route to attend the
on Friday aftcrnoonJJovember 14. on talk on these two compositions.
McLaurln
128.25
over the campus.
| m a i { e u p physique, volcc. and thcalColumbia,
on
Monday
and
Wednesday
1
state
convention
of
the
American
Fcdthe subject: Children's Literature.
Nance
280.00
1
*
rical Instinct also have their part in
Dr. and Mrs. James P. Klnard and cvenlngs during the month of Novem- I oration of University Women that is
Roddey
171.25
Dr. James P. Kinard and Dr. J . W.
productions works of art.
Miss Leila Russell are attending today ber. Winthrop College is lo broadcast! to be held at Gaffney on November Thomson attended "The Crust break- m a k
,
Faculty
S90.00
a meeting of the Western District of Monday evening. November 17. at seven 21-22. She Is ihc national president of crs" at York on Friday evening. NoMr. and Mrs. Halle of Camden vlsAlumnae in Black.'Ule.
o'clock.
t | l c A. A. U. W.
vcmber 14.
lted their daughter, Virginia, Sunday.
Total
*1,440.25
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A TOUGH BREAK
THE MODERN PIERROT
Pierrot stands in the garden
Ain't It tough to be a pupil
Beneath a waning moon.
Learning everything there Is
And on his lute he fashions
A fragile sliver t u n e From the laws of Aristotle
T h a t happened long ago when roTo the cures for rheumatlz;
BEFORE AND AFTER HOCKEY
they were refused by the bo
SabtctlfUoB Plica (Befalar Station)
$1.00 Per Year
PRACTICE
trustees. At one time. Dr. Johnson mance was romance and not a bettingAdvertiiin£ Rates on Application.
game
played
with
studied
indifference
Even trying to speak Espanol,
sent
to
parents
asking
them
to
vote
Hockey! Just what does this word
and
nonchalance.
Laboring to parlez-vous,
Intered u second-class matter November 21, 1923, under the Act of March 3, mean to us? When it was announced whether or not they wished holidays.
The garden of the Pierrot of today is Figuring out old trlgonmetry.
A majority—but not a large one—was
2379, at the postofflce in Rock Hill, S. C.
ill chapcl that there would be a hockey
And remembering history, too;
received. The votes were sent to the a drug store corner with an electric
practice that afternoon, my blood board of trustees, but simply Ignored light for "the waning moon"—a place
THE STAFF
HELEN a . MACDONALD
Faculty Editor seemed to tingle, and I was all excited. A girl talking to her uncle accldent- where h e can, to his own and his Not to mention frogs and earthworms,
friends'
content,
talk
over
"last
night's
When to dissect and how,
LENA MILES WEVER
Editor-in-Chief I just could not wait to go out and alyl mentioned the occurrence. Mr
8ALLIE HARRISON
....
..... .... ....
Associate Editor
Laney, member of the Legislature date," the visiting girl and the possi- And the cooking and the sewing.
LANOIE MARTIN
Business Manager play—for, of course, I thought
Even how to milk a cow;
asked his niece, who was chairman of bilities of meeting her, and, finally,
MARY TODD . . . . . . . .
Circulation Manager would line up our teams and play a
the appointed committee, for the par- drift around to the subject of the
real game.
^"
REPORTERS
ents' votes, if it were possible for him world's series, or the most recent pugi- Struggling lung with education
1
was
thrilled
when
I
put
on
my
gym
listic
fight:
the
drug
store
corner
where
Twenty-five
and twenty-two.
to obtain the votes. She gave them
Sarah Wilder, Mary Oarrison, Martha Wilbur, Agnes Hlckson. Gcorgie Derrick.
Lillle Moss, Irene Todd, Elizabeth Glover, Mary Nance Daniel.
suit, and ran down to the field to start to him without thinking what the out- he can smoke to his heart's content Pondering on the word vacation
And the lesson plan that's due:
come might be. We are glad she did and throw matches and stubs anywhere
right into the game.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15. 1930
because Mr Laney brought the mat- he chooses, where he can argue as he
Every one seemed to feel as I. and
ter up in the Legislature, showing tlv pleases with no fear of hurt feelings—
moments simply vanish when we put on the bright colored pinneys, votes, and ten days' holidays were a place where courtesy Is not an essticks und balls, and began drib'
sential, and where etiquette takes a
the call comes to render some- got
granted. The Winthrop girl of
"If my friend is blind in one
bling up and down the fiild.
GROWING PAINS
one else u service which may Why doesn't the coach come on s< day says, "Thanks to Mr. Laney and backward step.
eye, I shall look at him profile."
As for the lute, the modern Pierrot
his niece."
slightly inconvenience us.
we can start our game? This question
has
taken the Juzz-tools, uke and ban- Do you wish you could tear down the
"Miss Minnie" as a matron has
It's true, "Tempus fugit," and was on the lips of every girl. But. alas
bell
in
the morn?
jo. for Its substitute, on which he picks
the minutes often speed by on When the coach did come she said. known members of the graduating out "those fragile tunes" of the latest Do you say. "I was never so sleepy
HOCKEY CHALLENGE
classes for more than a quarter of a
since born?
winged feet. But if Time were "We will review some of the rules, and century. As every class departed a song hits—we know them (wet, the
Hockey season is at hand.
practice stick work." Can WinDoes the time between letters from
always "slow
aiways
siow as unnstmas.
Christmas, then
new class entered and many changes song of the dissatisfied one, "I'm Dancthrop „lrls groan? Tills question
home seem like years?
Glorious opportunities for team h e > d s t i „ b e
were made. Buildings have come into ing With Tears In My Eyes," or the
work good sportsmanship spir-j ^ a t is> w h o n w e n e t , l o ( l a n o t h e r answered decidedly in the affirmative view. She has watched "Little Win- slogan of the home-maker, "Let's Be When your family visits you, do you
after this announcement of the coach.
shed tears?
Domestic." They are not silver tunes
it pep and loyal support knock ii|ibi _ , f ^
^
throp"
change
into
"Big
Winthrop."
We all have to give in sometime or
Does the noise from the music hall
at our doors Will Winthrop girls t h i n g s w o r t h . w h i , C ( w e - d s p a r c another, so a cheerful group began In 1927, Miss Parker received a med- but brassy ones, which automatically
drive you Insane?
stlmualte the newest Jazz steps. Someal for "meritorious service to Winthrop
in a n y 0
m
times he only whistles as he, with t h a t Be sure every ache is a Growing Pain.
Never"
°
' | ourselves a great many useless dribbling the balls up and down the College"
for a quarter of a century.
field. We ran as fast as we could back
most indifferent, nevertheless acquired,
!"•
. ,
, , I excuses, and realize vast profit and forth with the ball.
Do
you
mind when twelve couples sit
This
year
she
found
it
necessary
to
Hockey season is traditional at i n t h e e n d . I f w e w e r o n - t s o
air walks down the street—and he fashin on your date?
All too soon it was time to go! make another change. Now she is cu- Ions "fragile Jazz" for his Individual
Winthrop. It opens with a pep
Find it strange that you can't keep
selfish with our time, spending Bright colored pinneys went flying into rator of the museum. She receives
meeting large enough to be it all on ourselves, we'd find that the boxes, shin guards were slung in visitors, showing and explaining to benefit, for he, like the Pierrot of old,
your light on till late?
is in love with his own accomplishtermed "caged energy." It is we had an ample supply. Per- he air. and a laughing group of girls them every part of the museum.
Do you find you're not learning a thing
ments.
from your text?
representative of Winthrop Spir- haps we might try it for a while. limbed the hill, talking about how At her new home—as It may be To the Winthrop Pierrettes, the gray
Do
you feel t h a t you'll starve from
it. This year's sportsmanship But the habit is probably too grand it was to be practicing hockey termed—she will come In contact with uniform Is a symbol of the 1930 Pierone meal to Uie next?
many more girls. Letters to her come rot, whether tradition, imagination,
must measure up to that tradi- well formed, now; Father Time
If this were only the end! Instead from every nook and corner of our hearsay, or experience, the sight of the Do blues overcome you whenever it
tion.
rains?
has been too lenient with us. It was only the beginning. The next
n Palmetto State, from other States
This glorious season cannot go Doubtless, the very next time day hockey had changed Its meaning! and foreign countries. At Christmas gray outfit creates a little extraordi- Well, then you've a case of the Growexcitement—but, of course, where
over—a magnificent success— we're asked to do a little service, Instead of thrills it now meant pains! in 1927 she received letters and tokens nary
ing Pains.
It is so evident, there is bound to be u
without the support of every; we'll look, oh, so hurried, and And. oh. such pains!
of love from twenty-two States, from little puffed-up spirit among the Do you. Senior or Junicr, Sophomore
student on the campus. It is say in our most sorrowful tone. When warning bell rang for break- China, from Egypt, from India and causes of such.
r "Rat,"
not a "one girl" affair. Our "I'm so sorry—but I've too much fast I hopped out of bed. but I did not Chill. There are many girls yet that However, in spite of the love for the Though you're living in Bancroft, Breaip long. What was wrong with my
form her acquaintance. Glance at old romantic figure of the garden with
zcale, or In "Cat."
athletes have been in training to do now. I just haven't time." legs and my back? Do you suppose will
Winthrop today. Then, pay "Miss Min- his lute and silver tunes, we thank our
Though you're gaining or losing. If big,
for weeks. Thsy have foregone
c was telling and I had rheuma- nie" and the museum a visit. Get her stars for the Pierrot with the drugS. H.
or if small;
pleasures and personal entertism? Oh. no! This could not be! to tell her anecdotes and stories and store corner, the uke or whistle, the
If you're living In North, South, or in
BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Hockey! This word flashed to my live In your mind "Winthrop of yes- latest song hits, and, perhaps, a gray
tainment in order to fight for
Roddey Hall;
mind.
That
was
what
had
caused
my
terday."
A.
G.
their respective classes during Children's books arc flill Illustrated,
uniform; and we are glad t h a t he is There Isn't much difference; the fact
Oh! how I wished I had
such as h e Is.
G. D.
hockey season. They have learn- and a few still buy books, beautifully sufferings.
still remains;
Ivor gone to play hockey!
WINTHROP'S UNDERWORLD
You
must experience Growing Pains.
ed the value of team work. They printed and decoratcd. for the sake of All day after my first hockey pracIt is really a small place—neither ORIGIN OF WINTHROP'S COLLEGE
M. M.
are fit champions for our cause. having fine pictures to accompany text tice I limped and groaned. Why had very long nor very wide—but It conSONG
Is it quite fair for them to with which they are as a rule famil- I run so much when I hadn't had any tains all of the horrors of a true un
Dr. Donnls Martin, professor of a n iar. But novels are not illustrated any
Why Teachers Get Married
fight alone? After all, "we" are more. Rcprirts of famous works, with exercise in such a long time? I re- dcrworld. where gangs meet, murders cient languages, tells how she wrote
What are glaciers? Guys what fix
the classes, and it is just as so-called Illustrations by famous art- membered how anxious I had been to arc committed and a n occasional the words for Winthrop's College Song windows when they are broken.
get right into the game, and was
how Miss Hascal Vaughan, a formuch our season as it is the ists, are not literally illustrated. They amazed at myself for ever wishing such Chink or Jap is seen slinking away into and
What Is a peninsula? A bird t h a t
the
shadowy
darkness.
Perhaps mer member of the Music Department,
team's. We all cannot don uni- arc ra'.her decorated and enriched.
lives
on lccburgs.
a thing.
though, I should say t h a t if these hor- composed the music. Both women fel
What Is a volcano? A mountain with
forms, "shoulder arms," ami With the changc In reproduction Puins! Pains! Will they never go rors are not present they are so sug- that the students should have a Col
dash out upon the field. We are methods brought about through the away?
gestive t h a t the same effect Is pro lege Song t h a t they all could sing, for a hole in the top; it you look down
use of sensitized surfaces for getting
"no one ever sang the Alma Mater.' you can see the creator smoking.
not prepared. We can, however, real facslm .es, the whole trend of book Experience is the best of teachers, duccd upon the traveler.
Why does a dog hang out Ms tongue
so from now on my motto Is: Slow but
The approach to the underworld Is A college of Winthrop's size and no
whole-heartedly support those Illustration has altered. An account of sure.
when running? To balance its tall.
M. M.
marked by a squeaking and creaking song in which the girls could express
who will represent our athletic Its mo.ement in England, not csscn
What is steel wool? The fleece of
of planks and a rattling of windows, their college spirit?—this thing pertlally
different
from
the
changes
that
a hydraulic ram.
spirits. We can be an inspiring
MISS MINNIE PAItKF.R STILL FILLS
for the night winds have easy access sisted In the minds of the two women.
took place here, is given by Douglas
What are the Christian nations?
BIG PLACE IN WINTHROP
sideline.
Feeling
the
need.
Dr.
Martin
said
that
to the region. The entrance is made
Percy Bliss in the English quarterly
Those t h a t use cuss words.
HEARTS
Always there is the question Artwork. A hundred years ago good
through a door which hangs none too she would try to write the words of a
What is etiquette? Saying, "No,
of the victor. It is quite as beau- cheap illustration was getting its start. "Miss Minnie." a part of Winthrop lightly upon Its ancient hinges. Con- song, and Miss Vaughan agreed to set thank ycu." when you mean "gimme."
College for years, still wears that
them to music. Having written the
tiful to be a graceful loser as a Taomas Bewick has the credit for per- friendly smile that displays the same sequently, there is a terrific pounding words. Dr. Martin had almost forgot- —Old Gold and Black.
victorious winner. And, after fecting. perhaps, for Inventing, the art feeling. No matter how busy, she lis- when it swings back into place. The ten about t h e little agreement, when
upper half of the door is made of glass
all, it is not a question of win- of engraving on the end grain of box- tens to a plea of a Winthrop girl. One which throws your reflection back at Miss Vaughan rushed in a month or Old maid—But why should a great
wood. This method, so much cheaper
strong man like you be found begning or losing, but how the game than the greatly admired and very ex- can learn from her of "old Winthrop," you in such a misshapen fashion that two later, very excited—"Say, 'Doc, ging?
but a few hints of "Miss Minnie" h e r - you immediately conceive the Idea of have you written the words to that
is pli-yed.
pensive steel engravings of the 1C"0.;,
Wayfarer—Dear lady, it is the only
self are equally interesting.
song? Well, let me have them; I'm
some
horrible
creature
staring
you
In
The hockey games will be a enabled publishers to supply the popu.
She grew Into womanhood on her
going to write the music." And then, profession I know in which a gentlemedium for the matching of lar demand for illustrated books and father's plantation near Columbia, the face. Not only Is this deformed the song was written.
man can address a beautiful woman
approaching you, but you are
without
an Introduction.
class spirit. It is up to us to magazines. When Punch started its South Carolina. Later, they moved creature
When they showed their composiable to glimpse some of the fearful
career in 1842 all the pictures mm
make the season a glowing suc- drawn
into the city. It is said that she used things beyond. Why the construction tion to Mr. Guelich. head of the music
and engraved on wood. The
Student—Is it possible to confide n
cess studded with the gems of general liking for pictures t h a t set the to watch girls there as they went daily of the place should have had such department at that time, h e became in- secret
to you?
good sportsmanship, loyalty, and scene of a story before the eyes was to the "stable" for learning. After plans Is beyond the power of human terested. and wished to try his hand at Friend—Certainly. I will be as siasking her how she came to know Dr.
writing the music. But, after compargenuine
enthusiasm—remem- intense and prolonged. It nffccteU Johnson, the reply came immediately: Imagination.
ing his with t h a t of Miss Vaughan's lent as the grave.
painters who showed at the Royai AcAfter the door has closed behind you.
bering always that:
Student—Well,
then, I have a press"Dr. Johnson was an Intimate friend
he decided that hers would be more
ing need for two bucks.
"When the Great Scorer comes ademy. and It brought tuthors and art- of my brother. Well do I remember you have a sinking, awful feeling of suitable for a large group to sing.
ists into the closest contact.
loneliness and fear. Everywhere stillTo mark the score against our Many names of illus-.rators of the the many times your 'Dcbe' stopped ness prevails until you hear a faint The president's approval was the next Friend—Do not worry. It Is as If I
had heard nothing.
on ills way home and, leaning over
requirement. Dr. Johnson objected to
name,
19th century still stir modern readers
shuffling of feet as If moving slowly,
It matters not who won or lost, to enthusiasm, though they do not the gate, talked for hours to brother." yet deliberately In your direction. You a new Alma Mater, or anything to take Waiter: "Are you Hungary?"
Dr. Johnson was president of the Y.
the place of the old one, but he dewant
their
contemporary
fiction
illushave
a
vision
of
huge,
powerful
men
But how we played the game!"
Broker: "Yes, Slam."
M. C. A. of Columbia, South Carolina,
clared that as long as they called it
trated. They want the -llustrators. the
whose foreheads slope backward and
Walter: " I H Russia to the table and
L. M. W.
that time.
the College Song, he was highly In f a descendants of Daniel Y:erge and Phil
whose jaws slope forward and whose
FIJI."
To get back to the subject, she wa3
vor of them having one.
May in England, and of Howard Pylc.
claw-like hands reach nearer and nearBroker:
"All right. Sweden my cofFATHER TIME
The response of the Winthrop girls
Edwin Abbey and many others ncre, iked about her early life. Her educa- er. The movement of thick muscles
MI was received at Memmingcr
to the new song and the enthusiasm fee and Denmark my bill."
Along with his scythe and
stick to magazine stories. A sucand the pounding of heavy veins rehourglass, old Father Time car- cessful book with pictures, these days, School in Charleston, and Columbia sound in your ears and your own voice with which they adopted it were surbe a decorated book. It Is often College, Columbia. South Carolina. She Is burled too deep to rise again from prising. "We didn't realize the girls
ries an inexhaustible supply of
erved as matron of t h a t college for
would receive It so readily, or we
alibis for mortals. He is a far privately printed, and Is usually a re- wo years before being launched into within you.
should have spent more time on it,"
print of a classic. The artist Is not
Time moves with extreme
greater blessing to idlers than bound to make an accurate coun'er- new lands."
continued Dr. Martin. " I do not like
they realize—often, in fact, they part of anything in the author's words. In September, 1902, Miss Minnie It takes an eternity to walk from end the phrase, 'Winthrop daughters side
to end. You creep and that mysteri- by side,' and Miss Vaughan often deamc
to
Winthrop.
She
served
as
asseem to be his favorite children. He has merely to catch the atmosphere
ous thing creeps with you. You are
sistant
matron
of
North
Dormitory
lor
sired to change parts of the music;
Perhaps he himself did not real- of the book and design a series of patentcc nycars. At t h a t time no one caught in a spell ot vast darkness, but for, you see, we wrote it Just for an
ize how bountiful a blessing he terns suited to it. The descendants of
i!d be head matron unless married. remember, you are not the only girl experiment, for the fun of doing so."
gave them when he placed that Morris and Blake and Beardsley now Later, however, she v.as made matron who has been lost there. This vastOften when one wished to tease the
engage In this sort of work, though
ever-ready alibi upon their lips, they usually have several other means the first unmarried head matron in ness weaves itself into the heart of ev- other, she would bring up the subject
the history of Winthrop. After five ery girl who passes and broods grue- of the song they had composed. But,
"I haven't time."
of artistic expression.
some,
phantom-Uke
figures
in
the
Over and over, day after day, Speed, cheapness and exact repro- years in South Dormitory, she moved minds of even the bravest. We are the for all their desire to perfect it, Dr.
the campus to take up a new
Martin and Miss Vaughan have given
the familiar words are repeated duction through photography have across
duly—matron of Catawba Hall. She slaves and It is the master.
Winthrop a College Song t h a t every
numberless times. Unfortunate- flooded the world with illustrated pa- landed in the midst of a Catawba t h a t I suppose no one could have lived at Winthrop daughter is proud of.
pers and books. Some of the artists
ly, it is probably one of the most are repelled by the new methods and
hardly
imaginable—lacking
In Winthrop very long without having exfrequently used expressions in their results, but there are many who porches, bathrooms, elevators and perienced passing through Winthrop's BEFORE THE WHISTLE BLOWS
the modern vocabulary. Unfor- welcome them. W. A. Rogers, for many many essentials, but with abundant underworld, for it is no other place Comments from the life of a hockeytunate—because of the harmful years a famous cartoon:: t, wrote in his peneii marks, knife designs and other than the basement of Main Building. player:
remnants proving the vitality of misPassing through there at night is no There's the queerest, shakiest feeling
reflection it casts upon the user. boook of reminiscences about Nust, chievous boys.
fun. especially when you are all alone That around your heart comes stealing,
Abbey and ur.ny other a r t We have got time to go to town Reinhart,
The passage of time has not In- and the wind Is blowing and the lights And you 'gin to quake and shake with
T h e a r t of iUustration changes
for the afternoon, or to the Lit- every day. et us be thankful that it creased so much the work of matrons, are out. But, since it Is necessary to
fears and doubts.
tle Store, or to gossip for an hour moves, for In stagnation Is death."— for they were then kept busy. The make trips—at least occasional ones—
matron was expected to attend all of to the Library, the writer thinks It Then's when you bite your lips and
or so; but let someone ask us to New York Times.
the auditorium entertainments. I t is advisable to form a plan whereby the
swallow,
take part on a program, or preinteresting to know that an "Artist underworld can be changed from a Then's when you qucerly feel all holBetween Us Men
pare a paper for Literary Socie- Four-year-old Jimmie was sulking on Course" existed at t h a t time but the ghostland
Into a fairyland. I t is sugty—"Oh, I'm so sorry, but I just the front steps when his father come price must be remembered—only $1.25 gested—and this is merely a suggesfor the year-round ticket. And. said tion—that not only the looks but also
haven't time. I've so much to home from work.
do." And Father Time looks 'What's the matter, Jimmie?" he Miss Minnie: "On all nights of en- the atmosphere of the place would be
tertainment it was my pleasant duty changed if beautiful colored lights Your hands grow cold and wet,
Led.
back over his shoulder as he
stand at the foot of the steps to were strung around the hall and a
Nothing," gloomily replied Jimmie.
Your forehead's damp with honest
speeds along and says, "There's
Come, now, be a sport. What's the see II the girls went up quietly." Dor- half moon concealed somewhere In the
sweat.
another one."
mltoiy life was no doubt more quiet regions of the celling. Even another
You grasp your stick all set
That's the secret of it. We've
Oh, I just had a row with your then, because only 'wo stayed in a attraction would be a soda fountain To hit the ball whene'er the whistle
room.
Room
19
In
North
Dormitory
plenty of time to do the things wifge," replied Jimmie.—Bull Dog.
and perhaps a radio. Oh, there are
blows.
was the first room in which three girls thousands and thousands of things
we really want to do. We can
And Just before the fatal time
Sunday School Teacher—Who dewhich could be f a r more attractive' You'd sell your place for a plugged
always find the opportunity to feated the Philistines?
The origin of the holidays for Yule- than mysterious shadows, queer undime—
do what pleases us, but in some Co-ed (yawning)—I don't know a de season cannot be kept a secret.
heard of sounds, even if the sounds
But then—the whistle blows.
mysterious maimer the spare thing about baseball.
Dr. Johnson approved of holidays, but do escape merely from t h e feet of rats.
ISSUED EVERY SATURDAY
Dsriac the RefaUf SeMlon The Official Organ of the Student Body of
Winthrop College, The South Carolina Collect for Women.
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Phonographs Repaired
Called for and delivered
"There You Are" (Unk.)
THE MUSIC STORE

Complete Line of
Winthrop Jewelry
and Novelties
GEO. BEACH
JEWELRY CO.
"Dependable Since 11*7"

Winthrop
Hats Cleaned
Uniforms
Coats
Sweaters

....

Ue
Me
He
He

Rock Hill Dry Cleaning Company

ELIZABETH A R D E N

Treatment
is b a s e d o n
three f u n d a m e n t a l steps
CLEANSING • T O N I N G
NOURISHING

L Venetian
Cleansing
Oram—rids t h e pores of
all impurities w h i c h causc
blackheads and coarseness. T h e T o n i n g — w i t h
ArJena Skin Tonic a n d Special Astrinaent — clarifies
t h e slcin and firms t h e contours. T h e Nourishing—
w i t h Orange Skin Food o r
t h e delicate Velva Cream—
rounds o u t lines and
wrinkles. These three
steps, w h i c h supply every
need of th'c s k i n t o keep i t
naturally clear and lovely,
should be a p a r t of y o u r
daily care of y o u r skin at
home.
Elizabeth Arden't
Venetian Toilet Preparations
are on tale at
J. L. PHILLIPS
DRUG
COMPANY
ELIZABETH A R D E N
691 Fifth Avenue, New York;

CATAWBA LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBER AND MILLWORK
Phone 148

COURTESY

We hope we shall never reach the point
when we will be too busy for the little
courtesies which are such a pleasant feature
of the day's work.

THE CENTRAL UNO
I N BANK
Of South Carolina

Capital and Surplus One Million Dollars

THE

We Repair
Phonographs
WORKMAN.
GREENE

WHILE THEY LAST

This add presented at our store
and we will give you a small bo*
of "Nunnally's, the Candy of the
8outh."

CALHOUN DRUG CO.
!NNIIIilHNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHlinHUnillllllllllllllHlllll

SPORTING
GOODS
Chinawart
Novelties
ROCK HILL
HARDWARE CO.

ALGEBRA
TRIGONOMETRY,
You can figure this proposition
by either method. This ad and
10c will treat you and your roommate to a delicious dish of our
Home-Made Ice Cream at any
time before November 22.

PERRY'S CUT RATE
DRUG STORE

"Say It With Flowers"
Flowers For Any and All
Occasions

Reid
Flower Shop
Hampton Street

Phone 193

•

Memories of youth fade and
are gone, but never changing photographs of today
become tomorrow's treasure. Keep the record. Sit
for a new portrait each
year.

Thackston's
Studio

The voice pupils of Miss Snook gave
a delightful recital on Wednesday a f t ernoon at 4 o'clock In Music Hall auditorium. Beautiful tonal effects and
exquisite interpretation from each performer charmed the audience. Following was the program:
Vittoria. Vittorla, Saldara—Gladys
Sanders.
I Hear a Trash at Eve—May Butler
Crawford.
Come, Spirit of the Living God,
Speaks—Leslie Townsend.
The Sweetset Flower T h a t Blows,
Hawley—'Virginia Warren.
, Tiny Roses, Cesck—Drusilla Gee.
The Trout, Schubert—Margaret Seawall.
Slumber Song of the Madonna, Head;
Morning, Speaks—Margaret Rogers.
Come, Ye Blessed, Gaul—Ruth Harling.
Allelujah, Mozart—Mary Prances

k
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Irene Todd's father visited her Sun-

Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Wever of Anderson visited their daughter, Lena Miles.
Sunday.
Margaret Muldrow's parents, of
Mayesville, visited her during the
week-end.

Virginia Bellune, of the class of 1930.
who Is now teaching In Anderson, spent
the week-end on the campus.
Grace Craig wen home for the wcekMiss Grace Llndley of New York, secretary of the Woman's Auxiliary to the
National Council, spoke Sunday morning, November 9, a t the Church of Our
Savior to the Winthrop Episcopal Bible
Class. The students rose In greeting
while the president, Dorothea Taylor,
gave gracious words of welcome.
Miss Lindley's subject was, "The Gift
Lcttlc Allen went home Sunday.
of Life," prefaced by a brief summary
Mrs. J . A. Jones visited Flossie May
of the purposes and achievements of Jones Sunday.
the Woman's Auxiliary. From her
wealth of experience, and visits to the
Pickens Gregory's mother visited her
Orient, she gave in an impressive and
eloquent way the story of the progress
of the Christian church. In Itself a n
inspirational appeal for the giving of
one's best and the undertaking of great
things, rather than the following of
paths of security and ease.
At the close of her address, a large
bouquet of choice chrysanthemums,
tied with the college colors, was presented to her by D'Arcy Reeves, expressive of cordial appreciation and a f fectionate regard.

Bishop K. G. Flnlay of the Diocese
of Upper South Carolina will visit the
Church of Our Savior Sunday morning.
He will make a special addrers to the
Winthrop Episcopal Class, and at the
' morning service will participate In the
Impressive ceremony when the beautif u l Winthrop Frocesslonal Cross will
be re- 'onsecrated, with the name of
I Julia Gantt, former Winthrop student.
; engraved upon the standard with the
j other seven Wlnthroj Volunteers to the
mission field who have been accepted
by the National Council. Mr. and Mrs.
I Longstreet Gantt and other members
of the family from Wlnnsboro will a t .tend the ceremony.
Little Clarence—Pa.
I His father—Well, my son.
Little Clarence—I took a walk
through the cemetery today and rend
1
the Inscriptions on the tomb stones.
! His father—And what were your
thoughts after you had done t h a t '
' Little Clarence—Why, I wondered
where all the wicked people were
j burled.
Teacher—Who said: "We have come
to burry Caesar, not praise him?"
j Pupil—The undertaker.

SPECIAL
for Winthrop Students

TYPEWRITER
PAPER—A handy
package of 1,00 sheets of good bond paper,
letter size, 8 1-2x11, at 20c. 500 sheets boxed, $1.15. Carbon paper and yellow second
sheets for copies specially priced. To purchase once will bring you back for more.

Christmas is rapidly approaching.. See us
for your gifts—smallest to the largest and
at remarkably low prices.

Another SPECIAL—Pennant and Pillow
Covering reduction—buy now and save the
difference!

Myrtis Cloud, Polly Lucas. Marian
Dove, and Martha Carson spent Sunday in Chester.

Daisy Pitts' aunt visited her Sunday.
Esther Hough, Louise Clyburn, Edna
Small. Louise Brlgman. Johnsye Adams
and Lena Terry spent Sunday in Lancaster.

Harrtettc Moore's brother visited liei
Catherine Smith went to Union Sunday.
Isabella Murphy spent the meek-end
In Columbia.
Ada Clark's parents visited her SunVirginia Williams spent the wcek-cnil
at her home.

From the Dutch artist. Rubens, we
iave "The Ru|x* of the Daughters of
ii'iiclppus by Castor and Pollux" or
The Rape of the Sabines." The paintr surpasses all others In this picture,
,-licrc robust gallantry and brilliance
re the theme.
The only pictures of still life that
ere brought to the studio arc those of
ezailtie, the l-'rench painter, who is
:ell-known for his color and comiwslThere are u number of reprints of
fosale works nnich have come from
lie Basilica S1.11 Vltale at Ravenna,
he Mosaic art is quite different from
its formality of line
:ork:

It would indeed be a calamity not to
Iva and Inez Prldmore went to Charmention the beautiful pictures of Hotlotte Sunday.
ticclli, the Italian. Perhaps the most
celebrated of his religious pictures Is
the "Madonna <>! the Magnificat." It
i.; full of meaning and contains much
Minnie Lee Stevenson spent the brilliancy o( color and beauty of form.
As represented by the painter, the Virweek-end at her home.
gin and child are no longer supernatIda May Madden. Marie Thomas. .11 ural beings but have come to live
and Mattic B. Martin spent Sunday in among us as our fellow creatures. Their
Moorcsvllle, N. C.
perfect beauty in body and soul, however. makes them somewhat strangers
C. H. McLaurln. Jr.. and Ray Dick- among us. "The Allegory of Spring" i.s
son. of the University of South Caro- another of his pictures. This Is a delina. visited Floride McLaurln during lightful vision of the goddess of love
the past week-end.
as she moves through the midst of the
"Primavera." All Is gay. but there Is
Miss Lucy Brown of McCormlck vis110 exaggeration in movement and we
ited her niece. Julia Brown, a n d Juanseem to be able to share the bliss of a
Ita Mole on Sunday.
moment which heaven and earth adorn
Mr. Paul Brown of McCormlck spent with tlielr fairest gift;:.
Closely related to "Allegory of
Sunday with his sister, Helen Brown.
Spring" is the "Birth cf Venus." A
TR1EI> AND TRUE
pair of wind-gods have just driven to
Judge, to motorist charged wit: shore the light, glided shell on which
speeding: " I suppose you have a do'/.c Venus has floated across a wide exgood stories to excuse your offense."
panse of ocean. Her handmaiden holds
Motorist: "Yes, stop me If you'v a spread, sprinkled all over with flowheard this one."
ers of spring, to cover her. The most
l beautiful tiling in the picture, however.
Teacher—Now Tommy, suppos- n
' Is the innocence and purity of soul deman gave you $100 to keep for him and
then died, what would you do? Would picted there.
Winthrop is very fortunate in having
you pray for him?
the reproductions of such wonderful
Tommy—No sir: but I would pray
art masters and by careful study of
for another like him.
these pictures, we should all have a
When an old negro complained that 'leeper understanding and appreciation
he had lost his dog. his employer asked of nature as it appears in the world
L
him why h e didn't advertise for him. of art.
- M.
"Dot wouldn't do no gcod." replied
And Come Again
the old man. "dat ole dog kaln't read."
Little Mary had been taught polite—The Hornet.
ness. One day the minister called, and
Mary, awaiting a pause in the converNewman—I'm a man's man.
She—Oh, really! Whose valet arc sation. remarked. " I hear we socn are
to have the pleasure of losing you."
you?

Rock Hil Stato
i nery Company
"Serving Winthrop Efficiently"
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MISS CAKK1GAN MAKES ART COLLECTION FOR COLLEGE
collection of reproductions of European art has been brought to Winthrop College by Miss Ruth Carrlgun of
the art department, who spent the past
uer abroad. In the collection we
some of the works of Italian, Ger, Dutch and French artists, and
works whose creator is unknown.
Tlic most Interesting of all the works,
perhaps, arc the reproductions which
from the unearthed city of PomFrom the frescoes of the buildings all over the city, prints and reproductions have been made. From the
house of the "tragic poet" we find a
picture which relates the story of the
sacrifice of Iphigenla, and Is known by
that name. Iphigenla was to be oflo Artemis as a sacrifice t h a t
might be granted to the Greeks
elr expedition against Troy. The
grief-strieken figure of her father,
Agamemnon, and king of Mycenae, apin the picture. Just as the girl
Is to be slain Artemis appears in the
sky and from a cloud opposite a nymph
11 bringing a deer, which the godaccepts as a substitute. The expression on Iphigenla's face Is one of
perfect submission to her fate.
From Pompeii also comes the "Sappho." The picture is the head of a
girl with a writing tablet in lier hand
holding a stylus against her lips as if
(Hindering what to write. "Sappho" Is
MI id to be typical of the age.
Flora," goddess of Spring, appeal
the old frescoes and though many ages
have passed since the painter placed
this beautiful figure there, the h a r mony of line and the beauty of color
are still marveled at by the moderns.
The love of Mars and Venus has always been a favorite theme among
painters and the painters of the a n cient city of Pomiiell were no exceptions. So they have left for us tlieii
conception ol the god mid goddess and
a print of tlicir beautiful picture belongs to our own studio.
From the German artist, Durer, we
have many block prints and etchings
Two of the most famous are the "Prodigal Sou" and the Apocalypse." The
"Prodigal Son" is a portrayal of
Uibiicnl story and In the dirt of the
farm-yard, among the pigs which Josone another around the fecdin.i
r.ii. kneels a forlorn figure, clasping his hands in fervent prayer. All
llie jiain and misery of the preceding years is Indelibly stamiicd upon his
face, but through the misery shines
the light which comes with true repentnnce. The ' Apocalypse" Is also
wonderful in Its portrayal of the Biblical story. The Four Horsemen flash
Ix'fore the eye and In a single instant
tell their tale of woe and misery.
One of the most beautiful pictures is
"Madonna Dolle Arplcs," by Del Sarto.
The Madonna, as created by this unusual artist, is of a novel and enduring tyiie with large, liquid, dark eyes,
anil an exquisite mingling of pride and
simplicity. Tile figure of the Virgin Is
inlhroucd on a pedestal decorated with
figures of harpies.
Oilier Italian pictures arc "La Verr.ine <li Adorazione." by Fillpplno Llppi;
"Madonna Cal llamblno," by Giotto,
mill "Don Gorgia de Medici," by Bron-

YWCA

Department of the Y. W. C. A. entertained the student body and faculty at
a tea in Johnson Hall. Freshmen and
Seniors were Invited to attend the first
afternoon, ar.d Juniors and Sophomores yle second. During both tlme3
the talents were taken In. These talents consist of the results of the dimes
given out a t the closing of last year.
The amounts turned In so are most

Red Seal Taxi Co.

Each afternoon the Y. W. C. A. presented a dramatization of the biblical
Coty Face Powder with
story of the talents being returned to
Iiottle of Perfume
WINTHROP CONFERENCE REthe Master. Also, Mrs. Grauel gave a
CEIVES NOTICE
clear explanation of the budget sysMembers of our Y. W. will take pride tem, and each guest was presented witn
an announcement that the Winthrop a diagram on paper showing the apChristian World Education Conference portionment of the budget. Monday.
of February, 1930, Is listed In the Virginia Halle gave a piano solo. TuesChristian World Education Scrap Book day, Dorothy Clawson, accompanied by
for 1930 as one of the most successful Mary Elizabeth Dunlap, played a vioprojects undertaken by the Young lin solo. Following this, Martha Mlcklc
Women's Christian Association of the told Oscar Wilde's well-known story.
ntlre United States. The program for "The Happy Prince." The programs of
this conference appears In the Scrap both afternoons proved to be most InBook as follows:
teresting.
Christian World Education Conference
After the entertainment, tea and
Winthrop College Y. W. C. A.,
wafers were served.
Rock Hill, S. C.
These teas were given the students
February 7-9, 1930
so they might obtain a clearer and
Personnel: Dr. W. C. Jackson, vice- more definite Idea of what the budget
president, North Carolina College for system of the Y. W. C. A. Is, and of
Women. Miss Ella Ketchln, Y. W. C. how the funds of this association must
A. Industrial Secretary, Charlotte, N. be apportioned. It was Impressed upon
C.; Dr. John Lake, Canton, China.
the girls that a pledge Is not a pledge
Friday. February 7—6:30 p. m., ad- In name nor cents, but something whlcn
dress and forum: "The Changing has a more vital significance attached
South." Dr. W. C. Jackson.
to it.
Saturday. February 8—8:30 a. m.,
"The New Industrial Order In the
South." Dr. Jackson; "The Bible In
China," Dr. John Lake. Canton, China.
10:30 a. m.. "Old and New Problems of
The Forceps and Scalpel Club held
Industry," Miss Ella Ketchln; "Educa- Its regular meeting on Friday. Novemtion In China." Dr. John Lake. 11:30 ber 7, In Tillman Hall.
a. 111.. "The Negro's Contribution to
Dr. Allen gave a n Instructive as well
Civilization," Dr. Jackson; "Education
as Interesting talk on "The Effects of
in Industry." Miss Ketchln. 3:00 p.
the Mental Attitude on Health" which
m.. Address and Forum: "Cause of Inwas illustrated with slides.
dustrial Unrest." Miss Ketchln;
A business session was held after the
World Fellowship Banquet, Johnson
program.
Hall; 8:15, Address and Forum: "New
Roads to the Heart of Old China," Dr
Lake.
NEW HITS OF THE WEEK
Sunday. February 9—2:45 p. m., Address and Forum: "What Is America
to Do With the Negro?" Dr. Jackson.
Johnson Hall. Address and Forum
New Ones Every Week.
, "Women lu Industry," Miss Ketchln.
Play lo Your Heart's Content
Rose Room. 7:30 p. m.. Address: "The
Meaning of Christian Citizenship." Dr.
Jackson.
Presiding Officers: Miss Helen Wltherspoon. president, Y. W. C. A.; Miss
Alice Smoak. vice-president Y. W. C.
Nunnally's and Whitman Agency.
A.: Miss Margaret Russell, leader Student Volunteers; Miss Martha Paget,
chairman World Fellowship Committee
The World Fellowship Committee Is
now considering a definite date and set
HAVE YOl'R BEAUTY WORK DONE AT THE
of speakers for the 1931 conference.

79c

Ratterree's
Drug Store

Welcome Student*
and Teachers
Winthrop Jewelry
Always on Hand

Shelei

RECORDS

Only ISc
Calhoun Drug Company

PLEDGES MADE FOR BUDGET
On Thursday evening in the parlor*
of each of the dormitories, the members of the Y. W. C. A. were given an
opportunity to make pledges for 1930'31.
The pledges made by each of the
dormitories will be added together to
make up the "Pot of Gold." the aim of
the Y. W. for 1931.
TALENTS RETURNED
At the Finance Teas on Monday and
Tuesday a special feature was the returning to the treasurer of dimes which
were given out to eighty-six girls last
spring.
Just before the dimes were distributed. "The Dramatization of the Talents" was presented and cach girl tool:
her "talent" with the obligation of Increasing It. Kathleen Bryant, treasurer of the Y. W.. reports that many
of the girls who took dimes have returned them two. three or even fivefold. Some of the girls have not yet
returned their "talent." but the treasurer feels confident that these girls
will be faithful ill fulfilling this obligation. She has received already
$24.90 from the $8.00 which was distributed in dimes last year. All who
have not returned their dimes are requested to take them to Kathleen Bryant at 210 South.
VIRGINIA BALL GETS FALL
OUTFIT
How happy was our little sister when
she appeared in the "Pageant of the
Years" on Wednesday evening as ••Virginia Ball—herself!"
Those of us who had longed to see
her for months and some of us even
years were Indeed charmed with her
as she apjiearcd dressed In her new
red dress and tam. and her new sllpliers and socks, all of which were gifts
of the Winthrop sisters who help to
clothe her.
In the afternoon Virginia had been
shopping with Mrs. Butler of Practice
Home. Felicia Ervin and Helen McCorklc. who helped lier choose the articles
which she wanted.
"GIVING" IS SUBJECT DISCUSSED
BY Y. W. C. A. GROUPS
At the regular meeting of the Freshman Counselors on Monday the discussion was bused on the question. "What
would it mean if every Winthrop girl
could share In the local and International work of the Y. W. C. A."
At Cabinet on Tuesday Miss Stella
Brudflcld led a discussion on "What it
would mean if every girl would do her
part."
The Sophomore Forum discussed the
question. "Why people give to the Y.
W. C. A." through means of a truefalse test.
BI IIGET O F Y. W. EXPLAINED AT
TEAS IN JOHNSON HALL
On Monday and Tuesday of this week
from four until six o'clock, the Finance

ROCK HILL BEAUTY SCHOOL
Hock Hill. S. C.

H I Main Street
Eugene or Frederick Permanent Wave S3.50 to SI.50
Marcelie or Kound Curl
.35
Finger or Water Wave
- - .35
Plain Shampoo
- 25 and .50
•lot Oil Shampoo
"5 and 1.00
100
Henna Pae
Henna Rinse
- JO

All other Kinses
•lair C u t . .
—
llair Dyeing 'plus dye used
Plain Facial
All Paes and Bleaches
Eyebrow Dye
Eyebrow Areh
Manicure . -

.25
-25
1.00
-50
."5
J"
<25
-25

V i s i t O u r F r e e D e p a r t m e n t — P h o n e 136 f o r A p p o i n t m e n t
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Dainty
Silk
Lingerie
Exquisite undies, fashioned of the
finest Crepe deChine, Flat Crepe and
Rayon. Fancy lace trimmed and
plain, a big variety to select from.
A pretty assortment of Crepe tie Chine and Rayon Pajamas. Some are lace-trimmed and hemstitched, some
trimmed in printed crepe in lovely color combinations,
priced at
-• 9 '' t 0 1 ,
Lovely Crepe de Chine Clowns in pastel shades lacetrimmed and hemstitched
to J.9->
Lace and Crepe de Chine Brassiere Sets------59c and She
A prettv assortment of Rayon anil Crepe de Chine StepIns, Panties, and Bloomers, son.e lace-trimmed.—l.uu
Stripped Flannel Lounging Robes 111 pretty color combination
*
Outing Pajamas in plain colors and conventional designs
9Sc to 1.9-priced at
—
1.95
Character Cloth Pajamas—
1.00 and up
Fancy Rayon Pajamas
„_1.00 to 1.9.1
Rayon Gowns
18c to 1.48
Hand-embroidered Gowns

HOSIERY

Dexdale, Phoenix, Senior Class, Hill Crest, Betty Mill and
other well-known makes in lovely sheer chiffon and
service weights. Narrow French heels and the most
popular shades of the season—
1.25, 1.35. 1.50. 1.79. 1.9>
A fine lot of Ladies' Full Fashioned Pure Silk Hose in
sheer chiffon and service weight. Gunmetal and all the
fered. at

BELK'S
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got there after you got there—The
Great Expectations
When the tub is brimming over
Professor W r i t e * H i l l a r y of D r a m a
And you're half way In the bath
And
the
maid
says, "There's- a man.
"The Story of the Drama from the
miss,"
Beginnings to the Commonwealth," the
first of a aeries of eleven volumes on And you foam with suds and wrath
drama, written by Prof. Joseph Rich- And you don your Paris model
ard Taylor of C. L. A., has Just been And comb your soapy hair
And you stumble down the stairway
published.
The series, which will appear under To the man that's waiting there
the general title of "The Copley Drama And your heart o'erflows with Joy
Series." will trace the story of drama As you cast cxpoctant glances
from man's first crude attempts, down At the cleaner's dirty boy.
—Exchange.
to dramatists of today. Forty halftones will Illustrate Professor Taylor's
Dead Silence
book, and Mr. Jurgulesco, the wellAn overpowering odor, strongly sugknown artist, contributes three large
gestive of something long since departreproductions.—B. U. News.
ed from the land of the living, wafted
Itself through the windows near the
C»b*n Co-Ed Plans to Open Own
east end of the library one night last
School
week and threw the students there Into
Prom Cuba, 18-year-old Maria Trua wild state of confusion.
jlllo has come to the School of EduIt was generally agreed that the odor
cation to learn how to start a school of
was strongest around the librarian's
her own when she gets back among the
desk upstairs and in the reading room
home-folk in Havana.
downstairs. When it was first noticed
Maria Is the daughter of one of the
there was tittering and general amuseforemen lawyers of the city of Vedada.
ment, but it soon passed the amusing:
Cuba. "At home," Maria says, "we use
stage and there was a sudden cxodu>
but one text book, and that is the
to the outside, where a council of wai
source of practically all our Informawas held on the library porch.
tion in regard to any one subject. Here
At last, with a daring Freshmas:
we may use many reference books, and
leading, several students ventured into
add to our knowledge In other ways."
the reading room and the upstai
Miss TruJUlo is a graduate of the
brary and there it was upon die libraInst! ate de la Habana. Several ol
rians' desks—some dead silence. Maria's friends in Cuba are learning
Gamecock.
to teach, and she plans to employ them
on her faculty.—B. U. News.
New Building for Citadel
Charleston Historic Celebration
Of special historic interest
to
Charlestonians and visitors to Charleston is the celebration of the 250th anniversary of the city's oldest church.
Charleston is dotted with historic
churches but only the Huguenot church
has continued unbroken service for two
and a half centuries.
The first group of Huguenots, fortyfive persons, arrived In the ship Richmond at Oyster Point, the present site
of the city, on April 30. 1680. These
Huguenots and others to whom land
grants were Issued formed a part of
the early city's population and landowners.—Bull Dog.

The Citadel is going to get a nev
administration and class room build
lng. Bids for the new five-storied
building are soon to be called for.
Wlnthrop girls certainly hope the cadets will like their new building a.'
much as they like theirs.
Don't Show Your Ignorance!
Do you know what South Carolina'.'
favorite poem Is? It is Tennyson'."Crossing the Bar." according to r
straw vote held last year by Frederick
Haskins. The favorite poem of the
country at large is Longfellow's "Psaln
of Life." So The Gamecock tells us

Characteristics of Useful College
The love of truth for truth's sake:
the belief in equality before the law;
Recipe for Success: Find out where I the belief in fair play and the wlllingthe money Is and get there as quickly j ness to applaud an honest victor in
as you can and when you get there. every contest, whether on the athletic
get all you can get there and then get j field or in the class room or in social
out of there with all you could get of I life: the feeling of common responsithose that are there before those that • bllity; the habit of tolerance towards
are there get out of you all that you those with whom one docs not entirely

We offer our service to "LOVELY RHAPSODIES IX
BLUE."
"There you are." (Unk)

THE CITY PHARMACY

THE CAROLINA SWEETS
P h o n e 79
Rock Hill, S. C.

Christmas Cards
O n e Cent to O n e Dollar
LARGEST, N E W E S T AND MOST COMPLETE LINE

EVER SHOWN
Also in
Boxes 12 different designs for
25c
Boxes 12 different designs for
4N<*
Boxes 18 different designs for
«>."»<•
Boxes of 22, no two alike, lined envelopes, name to
match
juo 2 5
1 Box Mammoth Assortment, 100 pieces
$1.25
Special cards with your name to match
'

Quick Delivery

London Printery
I
f

125-12' Hampton Street
Gibson Line—" 'Nough Said"

The Truth
at
STAEGER'S WATCH
SHOP
(At City Pharmacy)

PIGGLY WIGGLY
An Ideal Place to
Shop for
GOOD THINGS
TO EAT

PRINTING
exclusively

Record Printing Co.

BELL'S

J

"We Apply It.

y=

E a s t Main Street

We M a k e Y o u r W a t c h Tell

^fairfarf

C. L. Williams Paint Co.

Our "HOMEADE" candies are made fresh each day
In our own kitchen, always kept spotlessly clean,
By our experienced candy maker in his own way,
And our HOME COOKED meals delight any lowly
queen.
"There you are." (Unk)

121 Hampton Street

Call 836 for Appointments

wie

(Unk)

Rock Hill, S.C.

Beauty Culture—Marcelling
Finger and Water Waving
Facial and Scalp Treatment

According to James W. Gerard, for, n e r ambassador to Germany and now
treasurer of the Democratic National
Committer Germany will, in eighteen
j months, ripudlate the Young plan for
reparations payments. He also exIt Is with great interest that Conpressed the opinion t h a t the people who
verse College and the city of Spartanbought German bonds have seen the
burg look forward to the coming of
| a s t of their money. If Germany does
Ignace J a n Paderewski, who will
cease Its payments on war debts, othbe heard In the college auditorium FriCan sing when asked without excuse
day night, ^January 30. on his fare- 2
t . r nations of the world who arc debtor stammer;
well tour of Amercla. This city feels < •
Can rise above unfriendly snubs
specially fortunate in securing the | J
and slurs;
master pianist, as It will be his only i g
If you can make good bread as well as
appearance in South Carolina and one
The Prince of Wales advocates peace.
fudges,
of four In the southern states, his other
In a speech that he made before exCan sew with skill and have an eye
concerts being In Raleigh . Charlotte j
service men and women who Jammed
for dust.
1
the Great Albert Hall for the British If you can be a friend and hold no and Atlanta. This appearance will
Conceit!
be his second in Spartp.nburg after a !
Legion's annual "festival of empire and
grudges,
Dr. John M. Thomas, president of remembrance." he declared, "We do
period of fourteen years.—ParleyVoo.
A girl whom all will love because
Rutgers University, advises tha 20.000 not want another war. We must not
they must,
THE ART OF BEING QUIET
j
or more men and women who entered even contemplate one and above all.
Printing is our only busicollege for the first time this fall to we must do our utmost to avoid any If sometime you shall meet and love
another
ness, and we are in a posiHow often all of us are bored by
leave their conceit at home. 'Conceit war." He warned the people that the
And make a home with peace and someone who talks merely for the sake
tion, therefore, to give both
in any society or group Is not the way World War must not be forgotten. He
faith enshrined,
satisfactory service and a
of conversation So many people have
to popularity." he said, "least of all on asserted, "To forget that, which means
And you Its soul, a loyal wife and the mistaken idea that silence should
good price. We print evthe college campus. In every college to neglect In honoring those who
mother—
erything.
be avoided in company of others reone stalls from scratch, and it is wise fought, not only the fallen but the
You'll
work
out
pretty
nearly
to
my
not to scramble to the first row when survivors. Is a way to breed new wars."
gardless of how little and unimportant
mind
the Freshman picture is taken."—Mcrtheir subjects of talic may be.
The plan that's been developing thru
This habit of excessive talk Is precer Cluster.
The provisional government of Peru
the ages.
SPECIAL
valent In practically all clrclcs. Girls
has published a decree ordering a gen- And win the best Life can have In
125 Sheets Typewriter Paper
Julia Peterkin Joins Sorority
feel that In order to be designated by
eral election to choose a national asstore.
8 1-2 x u, 2 5 c
Mrs. Julia Peterkin. winner of the
the over used term "attractive" they
sembly for the purpose of enacting a
You'll be my girl, a model for the must be chatty. Some people think siPulitzer prize for the best novel of
new constitution and new electoral
sages,
1929. has accepted an Invitation to belence is a sign of dumness, and try to
laws and "organizing the executive A woman whom the world will bow
come an honorary member of the Unisay to the world all they know. These
"The Printers In the Church"
power."
before.
versity Chapter of Chi Delta Phi. napeople would be thought far more in—The
Reflex.
tional l'terary sorority.
telligent. if they possessed t h a t golden
Now that the Ethiopean coronation
Mrs. Piterkin lives in Fort Motte. S.
knowledge of when not to talk.
FLAMING YOUTH AGAIN
is over, Emperor Halle Selasse I, anC.. and is the author of "Scarlet SisThere Is nothing more distastenounces his Intention of building a
ter Mary." "Green Thursday." and
In the October number of Harper's ful. when
feeling a
bit
penmagnificent million dollar palace on
"Black April." Added interest to
the site of the present far from beau- magazine, Mrs. LaMar Warrick gives sive. than to have some light person tell
"Scarlet Sister Mary" is that the protiful structure made of wood, which another striking proof of a change ofi stories of small interest to which you
totype of the main character is a nehas served for many years. But the front on the part of the younger gen- j must join in with an occasional yes.
gro cook here in Colhmbla.—The
emperor docs not say where the money eratlon. In her article entitled "Fare- If only these people could realize how
Gamecock.
is coming from. He has spent most of well to Sophistication" she pertinent- j much enjoyment there is in silence
his money on his coronation. Evi- ly remarks- "Yesterday's youth, dis- Two people who can be together withA Story?
dently
the funds for the new palacc gusted with traditional standards of out groping for conversation, saying
The t i n crest story of the year came
beauty, threw the whole lot overboard. only that which is natural, know the
to our attention a few days ago. We must come from the granting of con- Today's youth, disgusted with with real joys of companionship.
can't I'cirember who told It. but it cessions to foreigners, the sale ol some traditional standards and with c h a - ' Talk simply to avoid silence Is a mursurely is worth passing on. Well, to of the emperor's vast land holdings, otic results which have been achieved by- der to intellect. The man who spehks
get back to the story: The men pressed and voluntary contributions from the throwing overboard those standards when he has something to say. speaks
forward: every nerve tense, hardly people.
153 East Main
Is looking for a re-statement of mor- : when he has something to say, and Is
breathing. With an iron pipe they
According to reports received by the ality, of religion, of beauty, of love." ;j quiet when he hasn't is the person
knocked distinctly, slowly. They waitThe fire of "flaming youth" h a s from whom we gain genuine thoughts
ed breathlessly: from within came Department of Commerce of the burned so brightly that it has left be-! and Ideas.
three feeble raps in reply. The men United States, several Industries In the hind the ashes of Its post-war advenset to wcrk with renewed vigor: pry- United States are understood to be pre- tures, and a purer flame of enthusiPatronize our advertisers.
ing. sawing, straining every muscle. paring briefs for subjection to federal a s m is now lighting a new path.
Again they knocked: again came raps agencies, asking action to check alFrances Farrelly of the class of 1928,
in reply, this time even more feeble. leged Russian underselling of Ameriwho is now teaching in Georgetown,
A final IK role effort finally opened the can products in this country.
visited her sisters, Elizabeth and Winvault: a man fell forward from within.
Prime Minister Ramsay Macdonald ifred Ruth, during the week-end.
The leader of the rescue party stepped
says that Great Britain is perfectly
up:
Louise Tribble, Rhoda Wade and
"How the hell did you ever get into willing to have disarmament, but that
Melda Von Hollen. all of whom gradthat telephone booth. Mr. Whiteman?" she's going to look behind her to sec
If the other nations arc following. Eng- uated last year and arc now teaching
- R i n g - T u r n Phi.
in
Clinton, were visitors to the campus
land is also looking forward, as well as
S. O. S. FOR SOPHISTICATION'!
backward. Everybody seems to be wln- Sunday.
CtormtngJy humd.Rtf - l»nv«me/»tKr
We notice in the Boston University dow-shopplng—that Is. all looking but
He flunked in English,
from the r o * and
of t h a Civic Centers
News that Miss Phyllis Smith, recently little disarming.
He failed In Math.
appointed chairman of the committee
The boy said with a hiss,
WASHINGTON
Edward L. Doheny and his oil lease;
on student personnel, says:
I'm looking for
"What a college girl needs is so- were declared to be free from all fraud
The guy who said
phistication. She shoul dnot be sen- In a decision rendered by the court on
That Ignorance is bliss."
timental. and if she has talent she November 10. The leases are valued at
—The Hornet.
should develop it.'
$29,000,000.
ALWAYS TROUBLE
Hoover says that advertisers are reWe notice in the Blue Stocking.
"Hey. the starter button is missing
P. C.'s publication, that there Is a great sponsible for the higher living stand- from your car!"
deal of trouble in the mail system down ards of today.
"Yeah. I Just got It back from the
here. It is said that there is such a
auto laundry."
Roger Butts in the Washington Post
Jam when the mall arrives that even
Profejsor Brown—What is the difis
telling
his
story
of
"Prohibition
in
the professors have complained of the
the South." and it certainly makes in- ference between lightning and elecnoise and crowd.
Dear P. C. Brothers—We would like teresting reading. Gives us a new view tricity.
Freshman—Well, you don't have to
to say one little thing: You are bless- on government high life.
pay for the lightning.
ed. The trouble up here Is that we
I t seems that Soviet's five-year indon't get any mall to Jam over. Somedustrial program was Instituted to probody did get a circular the other day
duce economic depression all over th"
and there was a stampede. Don't
worry over Jams. Just be thankful you
get the mall.
A traveler looking for a certain hotel
In a Southern town, saw a boy lying
During the college year 1927-28. a
on a bale of cotton. Upon Inquiring,
half billion dollars flowed into the
there came a slow, drawling answer,
tills of colleges and universities in the
with a roll of the eyes In a certain
United States, according to the reports
direction. "Ovch theah."
of 1,071 Institutions reporting to the
Exasperated at this show of indoUnited States office of education.
lence, the traveler said: "Boy. if you
One-fourth of this came from the can act any lazier, I will give you fifty
tuition and fees of undergraduate and
graduate students; 23 per cent, was apAnd In answer came the same drawl:
propriated by state and city govern"Put It In my pocket."
ments; 13 per cent was given through
private benefactions; 12 per cent, was
Income from endowments; 10 per cent.
Lavishly fur-trimmed black and brown Broadcloth and light weight Velwas gross income from beard and room
our Coats, made to sell at a much higher price. Reduced specially for two
The scene of a very attractive food
charges, and 12 per cent, was obdays only.
tained from other sourccs. Three and sale was the basement of Roddey and
four-tenths per cent, was contributed the covered way between Science Hall
You"will note all the fine details of workmanship
and Bancroft Thursday afternoon, Noby the United States government.
and styling. New skirting flares, unusual sleeves,
vember 13. Of course the Juniors did
Little Drops
It! They always do something attracbelted
or normal fitted waistlines. A great saving!
The rains t h a t fall
tive.
On one and all
A lovely autumn setting was Just the
Have many blessed alms—
background for a tcte-a-tcte over cofSPECIAL DRESSES
^
For blooming flow'rs.
fee cups. The sandwiches were good
A special lot of Georgette and Canton Crepe
And budding trees,
and the service was swell. Home-made
Dresses at
" ^
And dirty window frames—
candy and cake also played an ImFor cozy hours.
portant part. Hurry up. Juniors, give
For fires and teas.
another one soon. The one Thursday
But not for football games.
was dandy!

agrec: thi giving up of small rights
for the snke of greater rights t h a t are
essential: the recognition of authority
and the dignified voluntary submission to it even when the reason adopttil by the authority is not apparent:
the spirit of overlooking the blunders
of others and of helping those who arc
weak: ihe contempt for idlers and
shlrke.-s: the love of one's fcllo- -workers even though they be one's rivals:
paticn.-e in toil: self-reliance: faith In
human progress: confidence In right:
and belief in God—these are the characterise ics of the atmosphere of a
great .in:l useful college.

i

Wright's Beauty
Parlor

Shoe Rebuilding

Don't you like to se? things shiny and bright?
Williams, "THE PAINT MAN," paints them right.
Williams' paint looks good; it lasts a long time;
As is each week described in our little rhyme.

"We Sell It."

A r o u n d t h e W o r l d W i t h I. R . C .

Thursday at chapel hour the college
had as Its guest. Mr. Hewitt F. Cunningham. of New York city. Mr. Cunningham is travel representative of the
Travel Institute of Bible Research. He
is now on a southern tour and Is making a point of visiting outstanding
southern colleges.
Mr. Cunningham, in a brief message
to Wlnthrop girls, expressed his pleasure at being able to speak to a Wlnthrop audience, saying that he had
been anticipating just such an opportunity for about five years.
Mr. Cunningham's talk was an inspiring series of travel word pictures.
He described beautifully the Land of
the Book—The Holy Land—and spoke
of several of his experiences there.

SHOP

T h e CITY P H A R M A C Y brings this message to you:

"There you are."

"IF" FOR GIRLS
Elizabeth Otis
By Request of Miss Michael
If you can dress to make yourself a t tractive,
Yet not make curls and puffs your
chief delight.
If you can swim and row, be strong,
active,
But of the gentler graces lose not
sight,
If you can dance without a crazc for
dancing,
Play without giving play too strong
a hold,
Enjoy the love of friends without romancing,
Care for the weak, the friendless and
the old.
If you can master French and Greek
and Latin,
And not acquire as well a priggish
meln;
If you can feel the touch of silk and
satin
Without despising calico and Jean
If you can piy a saw and use a hammer, '
Can do a man's work when the need

HOTELS

Special Price
C O A T S
for Two Days Only — Friday and Saturday

$25.00

He—What Is faculty?
Father's of college students have rigShe—A faculty is a body of men sur- u r c d o u t 8 n o t h e r d e f , n l t l o n I o r ( a t h e r :
rounded w red tape.
A kind you love to touch.

THE LADIES' SHOP

